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E-GOVERNMENT (E-GOV) IS THE USE of information technologies to deliver govern-

ment services through Web sites devoted to users interacting with government. E-gov is a

growing sector of Web usage, driven by the expectation of improving the delivery of pub-

lic administration services, easier data integration in information systems, and overall cost

reduction [6]. However, citizens use e-gov services reluctantly, partly due to usability prob-

lems [1].

To improve the user experience of such sites, we developed a prototype e-gov Web site

using an animated face (AF) with text-to-speech (TTS) voice to assist users. We used the AF

because faces stimulate human attention [3], and anthropomorphic agents increase users’

perception of flow [5] (flow is a construct depicting a user’s interactions as playful and

exploratory). Consistent with physiological and computer science studies, we conducted

user tests to measure how adding AF influences users’ behavior. Our results show that the

AF proved effective in reducing the number of visited pages when users had specific tasks

to perform on a Web site; however, contrary to our expectations, task completion times

were not significantly altered by the introduction of the AF. We conclude that AF can be

useful in e-gov Web sites, but not in situations where time to perform a task is critical or

must be shortened. 

E-GOV WEB SITE. The e-gov Web site was developed following recognized usability

recommendations, also taken from the Italian government [2]. We developed a local

administration Web site that offered a broad range of online services for citizens, compa-

nies, and tourists.

The Web site had two versions, one without and one with the AF. In the latter version,
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Figure 1. The home page of the e-gov Web site
prototype (version with the animated face).

Figure 2. The animated face, with the
spoken text and the controlling buttons
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the AF was placed on the bottom right corner of each page without modifying original

content and layout (Figures 1 and 2). 

We followed published guidelines to make the AF pronounce text effectively [4, 7]. The

AF’s speech was neutral with respect to the assigned tasks. When a Web page was loaded,

the face briefly introduced the Web page, describing the page structure and classifying

page sections. The face moved its eyes synchronously to indicate which area was being

described. When a user pointed to a link, the AF described where the link would lead.

When a wizard was in use, the face introduced the page contents and gave suggestions

on how to proceed. For instance: “Welcome to the registration area of the Web site. Please

find the input form at the center of the page. You can start by filling out your name.”

When the participants focused on a text box, the face described what kind of information

was required and what had to be done next. The AF gave further information with respect

to the text in the body of the page, and the spoken text appeared below the AF. The Web

site included help buttons in each page, offering textual assistance or vocal assistance (with

the AF); the AF could be deactivated if users didn’t find it helpful.

The face was animated from a 2D photograph. Real lusion Crazytalk

(www.reallusion.com/crazytalk/) was used as morphing software, synchronous with the TTS

voice. The TTS engine was Loquendo TTS (www.loquendo.com ). Crazytalk provides a

client-side plugin, so the only overhead for the AF was the 2D image and the speech to be

pronounced.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS. For user tests we chose two tasks: registering on the

Web site and paying a parking fine in the citizens’ section (Figures 3, 4, and 5). Given that

potential users are all Italian citizens, the recruited group of 38 citizens was heterogeneous

to the best of our ability. Half of the participants completed the first task without the AF but

completed the second task with the AF; the other half encountered the opposite situation.

We observed that if participants visited the home page that included the AF, they used

the help feature more frequently than while visiting the home page that did not include AF

(table 1).

The AF presence reduced the number of pages visited in both tasks, thus reducing, to

some extent, wrong navigation decisions (Table 1). However, task-completion times were

not reduced because participants listened to the AF, and therefore their interaction with the

Web site was not faster—they listened to the AF and then decided what to do. Wrong nav-

igation decisions were reduced due to both the information provided by the AF and to the

increased usage of the help feature on the home page.
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Figure 3. The registration form on the e-gov
Web site (version with the animated face).

Figure 4. The parking-fine payment form on the 
e-gov Web site (version with the animated face).

            



On average, the participants rated the

effectiveness of the AF at 3.7 on a five-

point Likert scale. Participants were more

relaxed while visiting a Web page that

included the AF than one without it, and

only one participant switched off the AF.

DISCUSSION. In general, the AF

proved its effectiveness when participants

felt lost and did not know how to pro-

ceed, which happened if the task was

unusual or difficult. Conversely, the users

who knew what to do and how to pro-

ceed considered the AF annoying and

time-consuming. Some participants did

not consider the AF useful during the registration task. Comments such as “The face con-

tinues to talk; I want to stop it,” or “Can I go on while it is talking?” were frequent. Since

this was a common task, participants required little assistance. These results are in line with

Nielsen’s suggestions [4] to keep animations short and avoid using video unless necessary.

In fact, Internet users drive their own experience through a continuous set of choices and

clicks, and long, boring broadcast video results on the web.

Participants’ attitudes changed substantially in the second task. None of the participants

had ever paid a parking fine online, so they were willing to listen to the details given by

the AF. When participants had to fill out the form with the details of the fine, they listened

to the AF attentively. A common scenario was: 

AF: “Please find the data required for this textbox in the date field at the top

right corner of the fine.”

Participant: “Let me check... here it is!”

A benefit of online interactions is their potential speed, and AFs should assist users while

slowing them down as little as possible. Adopting the AF for fast interactions is not effec-

tive; however, the AF proved particularly useful when participants experienced difficulties

on the Web site and when fast interactions were not required.

In summary:

• The AF is effective with unusual or difficult tasks.

• The AF is not useful with usual or simple tasks.

• In either case, the AF does not provide faster interactions.
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Figure 5. Sitemap describing the registration
procedure and the parking-fine payment.

Table 1. Statistical evaluation of the hypotheses tested by the user studies. P-values
were calculated using Wilcoxon’s signed ranks test. Roughly, p-values estimate the

likelihood that observed differences are due to chance.

Hypothesis p-value Significance

An e-gov home page with AF makes users utilize the
help button more frequently than one without AF

<0.01 Highly 
significant

An e-gov Web site with AF provides shorter 
navigation paths than one without AF

<0.05 Significant

An e-gov Web site with AF provides different 
task-completion times than one without AF

Not 
significant

Not 
significant




